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In this brief text we look at one instance of how gender noruns con-

tinue to inform institutional treatment of parents regarding care

for children-specifically, how the exercise of fathers' responsi-

bilities for their children can be discouraged or altogether blocked.

Expectations about fatherhood have changed significandy in Europe

in the last decades (Collier and Sheldon 2008) in the direction of

closer involvement in the lives and hands-on care of their children.

At the same time, moral and political philosophers have for many

years been stressing the value of family relationships (see, e.gr

Lindemann Nelson and Lindemann Nelson L995), and some offer

accounts of why individuals of any sex are entitled to have oPPor-

tunities to develop flourishing relationships with their children (see,

e.g., Brighouse and Swift 2014). State regulations increasingly sup-

port parent-child relationships independently of the relationship

in which parents stand to each other (Parkinson 2}ll, 2006).In

this way, the recognition of close father-child relationships and the
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encouragement of uptake and continued e:rercise of fathers'resPon-

sibility for their children are gaining suPPort. This is happening to

unequal degrees invariousEuropean countries. In Swederq for exam-

p1e, co-parenting after the parents' separation or divorce is common

and expected.r

According to recent changes in the Romanian civil code

(lrlonitorul Oficial 2009) that came into force in 2011, parental

authority (but not the childt residence2) is by default shared between

post-separation parents. This is a radical change from the previous

legal status quo in Romania, w-here divorce usually led to the loss of

parental authority for one parent, generally the father. (A father's loss

of authoritydid not also implythe end ofhis financial responsibfities

for the c.hildren.) It is unclear to what e:rtent the changes concerning

shared parental authority are implemented and some claim tbat the

practicg has not changed and that, in fact, children are placed with

one parent who controls the access of the other parent to the child'

Post-divorce parental authority provisions represent only one

important change in Romania (at least on paper). Other legisla-

tive changes encourage Parents to share at least some of the Paren-

tal leave: one month of leave is lost if they choose not to share it.

Legislative changes such as these indicate a new direction in think-

ing about post-separation co-parenting, one tlat may conflict with

indiYidual and social practices. They also indicate a newway of think-

ing about the division ofparental responsibilities for the provision of

hands-on care to the child. The widespread practice was to delegate

almost all hands-on care to mothers; new legislation nudges Parents

toward a more gender-balanced involvement in the life of the child.

Steps are thus clearly being taken toward a more gender-

egalitarian recognition of parental rights and responsibilities. Yet

in practice, mothers and fathers do not have egual oPPortunities

to e:rercise their parental responsibilities in Romania. One recent

example of this in the private sectorhas been the decision of a maior
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gym chain in Romania to forbid parents to use the locker rooms with
children of, a sex different from that of the parent and other users.

fhis effectivelyprevents fathers &om accompanying daughters to the

Slrnr and mothers from accompanying sons, unless another adult of
the same sex as the child can accompany them and use the locker

room with the child. Instead these parents have been invited to use

the toilet as a changing room. A same-sex couple who have a young

daughter has filed a complaint against the gym at the Romanian

National Council against Discrimination (CNCO). Following a
decision from the CNCD in favor of the parents,3 a separate locker

room for families was created in the one location where the incident

took place, while all other locations still lacked any solution other

than the toilet (ActiveWat ch 2014).

It is not only private companies that enforce a gendered division

of parental responsibilities. This case study focuses on an e:rample of
public institutions preventing fathers from exercising their parental

responsibilities: pediatric hospitals.

i. THE CASE

Romanian public hospitals allow, and sometimes require, a parent to

stay in hospitalwith their child in pediatric wards. This is done for the

benefit of the child and is in line with national regulations according

to which children under fourteen who are hospitalized are entitled to

have one family member present for the duration of the hospitaliza-

tion (Ordin. 1284/2012, Art. 5). However, not all hospitals comply

consistendy with these regulations. ln response to a petition from

parents accusing hospitals of separating them from their children,

representatives of the Health Ministry and Work Ministry empha-

sized that the hospitalization of children younger than fourteen with

a parent is "a right and not a privilege" (Agerpres.ro 2OL6).
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At the same tirne, even when hospitals have been willing to com-

plywith these regulations, theyhave not always done so in a gender-

neutral way: only the mother can spend nights in hospital with her

child. This gendered interpretation ofthe legal regulations has been

enforced even when the father was a single parent: in the absence of

a mother, another female relative may take her place. Fathers can be

accommodated with theii chitdren, but only subject to availability of

individual hospital rooms, which are scarce and may require parents

to pay an additional fee. As a result of complaints, the CNCD ruled

in 2008 (Hoterirea nr. 649 /04.L2.2008) that the practice is discrimi-

natory and that hospital managers should remove these restrictions

and admit fathers who wish to accompany their childrer5 on the

same terms on which they admit mothers. These recommendations

have been repeated by the CNCD in subsequent complaints against

hospitals.

In response, one hospital has sued the CNCD, claiming tlat:

Pediatric hospitals do not have seParate facfities for fathers and

mothers, and in particular toilets and showers;

Pediatric hospitals have beds allocated for maternal caregivers;

There are cases in which the mothers breastfeed, and for them it

is embarrassing that a man is in the room;

There is mefical care in which the mother is actively involved

and which is more easily accepted by the chil&en under the

supervision of the mother;

This is not the only hospital in the country that imposed this

rule. (Curtea de Apel Bucuresti 2009, 1-2, our translation)

On the basis of these points, the representatives of the hospital

claimed that it had not discriminated against fathers and that the deci-

sion of the CNCD should be annulled. The court reiected the com-

plaint. The first two clairns were rejected on the grounds that the law
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requires that parents of any sex be accommodated by hospitals when

they accompany minors younger than three. Arry sex-based discrimi-

nation would need to be justified by very serious reasons, which, in

this case, were absent. The court also found appeal to the childt com-

fort requiring mothers' but not fathers' presence problematic, noting

that fathers and mothers are equally entitled to parental care leave

by law-and thus are entitled to develop and exercise their parental

care. The fact that other hospitals had similar restrictions could not

be accepted as "a justification of discrimination."

II. ANALYSIS

This case offers a rich palette of issues relevant for &scussions about

parental and in particular patemal rights and responsibilities in rela-

tion to children. It illustrates how the exercise of fathers' responsibili-

ties can be discouraged or altogether prevented by public institutions.

Hospitals that deny fathers' access on equal terms with mothers'

access are operating on a double bias: one gender-based, favoring

mothers over fathers, and the other class-based, favoring fathers who

can pay additional fees for ol'ernight accommodation over those

who cannot. The practice perpetuates a gendered division of labor,

whereby mothers, but not fathers, are responsible for the hands-on

care for their children. Feminist scholars have been arguing for a long

time that the gendered division of labor is incompatible with achiev-

ing equality of opportunity for women and men in the family and

in the workplace. Therefore, policies regulating childrearing, as well

as their implementation, need to make gender-egalitarian sharing of
hands-on care the default option (Gheaug and Robeyns 2011).

An obvious complication arises, however, wher5 as a matter of
practice, mothers and fathers share hands-on care for children very

unequally (in spite oflegislation enabling or encouraging them to be
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more gender-egalitarian): the longer one parent is the e-xclusive, or

rnair5 caregiver of a child, the more specialized she or he-usually

she!-becomes. While parents of any sex can in principle be equally

competent caregivers, the parent who spends considerably more

time caring for a child will be increasingly better at understand-

ing and addressing that child's needs. In this way, discouraging or

outright preventing fathers from acting as hands-on carers of their

c.hildren, in ttre name of gendered parental competence, becomes a

self-fu Ifi lling prophecy.

As we have illustrated the transition from gender-traditional to

gender-egalitarian childrearing is likely to involve costs, both for the

chfld artd for the less e4perierrced parenL In our view, the existeuce

of these costs does not justify the perpetuation of gendered practices

of childrearing. On the contrary, it highlights the need for the provi-

sion of additional support to families during the transitional phase.

Thus, the hospital representatives' appeal to children's emotional

comfort during medical procedures may be factually accurate with-

out legitimizing the exclusion of fatlers. (In many cases, of course,

such appeal will be misleading: that is, in cases when the father is the

primary caregiver of the chiid.) Imstead, institutions may choose to

take extra steps to attend to the childrent emotional comfort if this

is what is needed to enable fathers to support their children during

hospitalization. For instance, hospitals could allocate more time to

the treatment of children accompanied by fathers and give fathers

psychological support in addressing the childrent emotional needs'

Current expectations and policies such as the ones discussed here

presuppose that it is mothers or even women in general who are or

should be children's primary carers. This not only discourages or

altogether prevents fathers from taking care of their children when

children also have a mother, but also sees relatives who may be less

involved in drildren's lives as more appropriate carers than fathers. It,

thus, efiectively denies fathers'status as their children! carers.
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The transition from gender-traditional to gender-egalitarian prac-

tices of childrearing often requires additional effort and resources in

order to prevent the costs of this transition from falling on children.

Critics may worry, first, that regulations meant to facilitate fathers'

function as caregivers to their c.hildren constitute illegitimate inter-

ference within the privary of the family. Second, they may see the

spending of additional resources as an unfair use of public money.

BotI worries should be easy to dispel by appeal to chiidren's inter-

ests. The aim of the state in enacting more progressive genderpolicies

would not be to encourage a particular (gender-egalitarian) concep-

tion of the good on adults. It is, instead, to protect and foster the

father-child relationship and effectively recognize fathers as well as

mothers as caring parents.

In the petition mentioned earlier in this case study, parents com-

plained that childrent emotional comfort was clearly not what had

motivated decisions to separate children from their Parents in hos-

pital wards: hospital practices had included restriction of movement

and forcing treatment upon unwilling, distressed children. According

to the parents, such practices have caused significant distress to their

children, in addition to the distress of having been separated from

their parents. Furthermore, a survey suggested that parents them-

selves, both mothers and fathers, do not align with the hospitals'poli-

cies to not allow fathers to stay in the hospital with their children, but

instead deem them discriminatory and against the interests of both

parents and children (Atudorei and Mardach e 2Ol2).

Legislative changes faciiitating gender-egalitarian childrear-

ing challenge current practices and expectatiorx from fathers in

Romania. At the same time, the nature of the relationship between

patients, their families, and healthcare professionals is changing, and

this leads to renegotiations and redefinitions ofwhat is acceptable in a

healthcare setting (Munth e et aJ.. 2012). New laws often conflict both

with existing practices and with people's expectations. Even when

social expectations cJrange, institutional practices may take their time

and require firther nudges before they adjust. In turn, these conflicts

tngger processes that require the questioning and ultimately the

abandoning ofwidespread gendered practices in childcare. These are

constrained by the changing regulations as well as changing norms

and expectations in the general population.

NOTES

1. The ways in which states choose to implement a prderence for supporting co-

parenting mayraise their own set of issues. See, e.g', Bruno (ZOf 6) for an analy-

sis of ttre consequences of the Swedish statet involvement in families separated

by intrafamilial violence.

2, "(1)Afterthedivorce,parentalauthorityissharedbybothparents,exceptwhen
the court decides otherwise" (ert. SSZ) and'(t) In the absence ofagreement

between parents or ifthis is contrary to the superior interest ofthe child, at the

time of the pronouncement of the divorce decision, the court establishes the

child's residence at the parent with whorn she has lived stably. (Z) If the child

has lived with both parents before the divorce, the court will estabtish the child's

residence at one ofthe parents, keeping account ofthe child's superior interest"

(tul 4oo) (our translation).

3. The Council lacks the authority to enforce its decisions beyond issuing fines

against individuds or other entities that are found to have discriminated.
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Case Study

Family Caregiving as a

Problematic Category

JACqTInLTNE CHrN

Seventy-five-year-old Philomena Loh has been discharged from

tae hospital after two weeks, following an admission through the

Accident and Emergency department for a stroke tlat has caused

weakness in the left side of her body, including contractures in her

left leg causing her knee to stifen and stay bent. Philomena is otl-
erwise mentally alert and her speech and swallowing reflexes have

been unaffected. The hospitalt discharge planning process involved

helping Philomenat husband Tom, 7 6, to prepare their home, a tw-o-

bedroom Housing and Develqrment Board (HOn) apartment, for

Philomenat return, including purchasing a wheelchair, installing

ramps forwheelchair accessibfity and a hospital bed for the ground-

floor guest roorn, and hiring a foreign domestic worker, a 35-year-old

Indonesian woman named Hana, through a special state-subsidized

program for helping families to care for frail elderly relatives at home.

Their daughter Stephanie, a television reporter, helped Tom and

Philomena with the e{penses for home remodeling and is paying

Hana's salary, but workpressures make it hard for her to make regular


